
Traffic Lights

If two lanes go in the same direction use the left of the two Amber means STOP – if you
can do so safely If you cross the line – even if the lights turn red – clear the junction (though
remember the Green Man) When your light turns red the oncoming traffic usually stops,
but not always!

Left Filters:

If the lights have a left green filter arrow it comes on before the main green, and it goes
out when the main green comes on – you can still turn left when only the main green is
on If there’s a left filter arrow then there must be a left filter lane

Left Slip Lanes:

Some traffic-light controlled junctions have a separate left slip lane. This lane takes you
away from the traffic lights and brings you to a give way line (note: traffic lights always
have a stop line). Give way to traffic from your right, either coming across the junction
from your immediate right or turning right from the road opposite you

Turning Right:

Generally turn right Left to Left At green, move forward onto the junction. If there’s a right
filter arrow you don’t have to wait for it to come on Wait for oncoming traffic to pass. Wait
with your car just over the pedestrian crossing. If oncoming traffic is also allowed to turn
right, angle your car slightly to the right, to help you see passed waiting traffic You can
go when:
1. There’s a gap in oncoming traffic
2. The oncoming traffic stops
3. The right filter arrow (if there is one) comes on

Watch for pedestrians. If the Green Man comes on before you reach the crossing, and
pedestrians are waiting, you must stop before the crossing and wait for them to cross
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